
Proposal of Purchasing, Assembly and Final Status
 of Murphy Rebel Experimental Aircraft Kit.
Proposed by Mike Newman on 06/10/2020

                          Classics looks - with modern performance
The Rebel is an all aluminum, side by side, high wing, taildragger with several engine

options, long range cruising capability and more leg, head, and shoulder room than you'll find in
any comparably priced aircraft kit. It is adaptable to oversize tires, straight and amphibious floats,
as well as skis, making it the plane for all seasons, all reasons. Visibility from the Rebel is
exceptional. The low profile cowling offers excellent forward visibility and the wide, outward
folding door windows give a perspective of the countryside and cityscapes that turns every flight
into an engaging adventure.
    The kit has never been started, still in crate. Was purchase by a gentleman in early ,90's in 
Brandon , Florida. I can purchase the kit for $ 10,000.00 from the gentlemen. There is no engine
mount, cowling, engine or avionics . The aircraft can be certified as LSA-E by keeping gross
weight down to LSA standards.  Here are the specs with different type of engines.
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Proposal of Procedures on Assembling of Airframe.

Proposal is to have three teams (Alpha, Bravo and Charlie Teams) to assemble the sub-
assembles. Each team will have 8 members with students and guests. Each Team will have Team
Leader and Inspector.  Each team will pick week on the month, except for 4'th week of month on
Saturday for Chapter monthly meeting . One team will work on wings, another team on fuselage,
and last team on tail section and ailerons. Each team member will work 2 to 3 hours or even
more only if crew decides to do more for that week. Each team should accumulates minimum of
10-15 hours for each session for total of 30-45 hours for each month for all three teams. 1000
hours work hours is estimated for completion of airframe with all wiring done for installed trim
motors and lighting and not avionics, engine mount, cowling, upholstery and engine installations.
Estimated time of completion would take 33-22 months for airframe.  Each team project will
have another inspector from another team to do double inspection on items and both inspectors
and team leader will sign off on items. 
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Proposal of Ownership or Pull the Plug Procedures.

EAA 175 Chapter will purchase kit from the gentleman at the cost of $ 10,000.00 and will
put annual 15% fee till airframe is sold to flying club, partnership  or member. Also chapter
members will decide on occured expenses and purchases of project. On finish airframe will have
trim motors and lighting installed with the wiring to panel not hook to switches. Will have no
upholstery, engine mount, engine, avionics and cowling. Fuel tanks will be installed with fuel
lines going to firewall.   When final assembling occurs(assembling of sub-assembles into the
finish airframe), involved chapter members will decide on fate of airframe . They could decide on
starting a flying club or if majority involve chapter members are not interested in flying club then
it will be offered to any involved chapter members to be purchased. After decision of ownership
then owners can decide to classify as LSA-E or not and can then decide on what type of engine
and avionics to purchase. New ownership then needs to purchase engine, engine mount, cowling,
upholstery  and avionics and have items on hand and ready before airframe is finished.    
 If flying club is decided, then club needs to file with state and federal agencies and do all
necessary requirements before airframe is finished .  Once the airframe is finished by the involved
chapter members, the new ownership will pay for airframe of $10,000.00 and any other occur cost
to complete airframe and the annual 15% fee when kit was purchased. EAA 175 chapter members
and new owners will be involved in the final stages of installing engine, upholstery and avionics.
Once the aircraft is finished and ready for airworthiness inspection and if chapter 175 has hangar
space available by then, the chapter will allow new ownership to store aircraft till the 40hrs testing
is done at no charge. Afterwards new ownership will be required to find new storage vicinity for
aircraft at their expense. If chapter has no hangar space available ,then new ownership will need to
move aircraft to new location at their expense. 

If airframe is not finished in a proper time period(time period will be decided before
project starts) and involved members lost interest in project, then Chapter 175 EAA members will
vote to end project(pull the plug) and find another EAA Chapter in the state of  Florida to finish
project. Cost of new ownership will be decided by both chapters.

If airframe is finished and no involved members have interest in purchasing airframe, then
will sell to the public of price at $10,000, plus 15% annual fee at purchase time of kit and any
added occur expense items during construction. 175 Chapter members also could increase price if
majority members agree. Also majority  members could decide to use Chapter 175 funds to finish
the airframe with engine, engine mount, cowling, upholstery and avionics and then sell to the
public and the majority members will decide on price of finishing aircraft, but have the minimum
sale cost of  $10,000, plus 15% annual fee at purchase time of kit and any added  expense items
during final construction of finished aircraft. 

    Here is link to Murphy Rebel website.
  www.murphyair.com/detail/rebel.html
    Here link to mykitlog website for Thomas Swartwood from Everson, WA.
Build time for completion was 1382 hours for getting airworthiness inspection.
www.mykitlog.com/users/index.php?user=Swartwood&project=2275
(Involved Chapter Members - 175 EAA members that work on the percentage of time on airframe.
Percentage of time will be decide by majority of 175 EAA members before project starts.)
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